Beseder/Renoir answered that the sculptures were in the public domain.
The district court held, relying on Twin Books v. Walt Disney Co., 83 F.3d 1162 83 F.3d (9th Cir. 1996 , that the sculptures were not in the public domain. They were published in a foreign country without copyright notice and were protected for seventy years after the death of the last author.
And then blah-blah-blah and we get to the appeal to the 9th Circuit.
The Appeal
Under the 1909 Act, a work was protected by state common law copyright from the time of creation until it was published or got protection under the federal scheme. At that time, copyright protection moved there. La Cienega Music Co. v. ZZ Top, 53 F.3d 950, 952 (9th Cir. 1995) .
Published without protection -public domain. With protection, an author got 28 years plus a 28-year renewal term.
The 1976 Act shifted the basis of protection from publication to creation. (That's the put in a "fixed medium" thing you know about.) Yes, let's reiterate. Pre-1978, you lost common law protection when published. It either went under the federal scheme or entered the public domain.
But wait. It wasn't published in the U.S., you're saying. Exactly. It was published in France.
Twin Books (See: My -haff-kaff -Case of Note in ATG v.26#3. It was about Bambi.) held that "publication without a copyright notice in a foreign country did not put the work in the public domain in the United States." 83 F.3d at 1167. "U.S. copyright law should not be given extraterritorial effect." Id. At 1166.
Which it would be if being published abroad without U.S. copyright threw it into the U.S. public domain.
So Public Domain or Protected?
The sculptures were "published" in France in 1917 and again in 1974, both times without U.S. copyright notice. They weren't published in the U.S. without protection. So they were not put in the U.S. public domain nor were they protected by copyright under the 1909 Act.
But that didn't matter because Beseder didn't sell the casts until 2003, and U.S. copyright protection began in 1984.
Then we have to move to the 1976 Act to determine their status between 1978 and 2003. Section 303(a) applies to worked "created before Jan. 1, 1978, but not theretofore in the public domain or copyright."
The sculptures were finally copyrighted in 1984. Section 302 gives them a 70-year term of protection from the death of Guino, the last surviving author. He died in 1973. If we can do math on this level that gives protection until … um (counting on fingers) … 2043.
